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We have moved! Our fabulous
new space is located at 424 W.
Walnut Street in Milwaukee's
King Drive Business
Improvement District. We're
very excited to join the BID, as
it was recently registered as an
official Wisconsin Main Street.
We love that we can be part of
the revitalization of this area.

Our new office has 2.5 times more space than our old offices had
together, allowing our team to collaborate under one roof and
providing our company with ample room to grow. We are occupying
two of the three stories inside this great historic cream city brick
building. The new space will include a large warehouse/workshop,
design and marketing studios, a conference room, creative lounge,
and showroom featuring innovations in design and display
products. We're busy picking out everything from fixtures to
finishes that will make a statement in our new office.
The building was originally built as a livery for the Steinmeyer
Grocers' horses, and ironically, our old design office was located in
the Steinmeier Grocers building just a few blocks away! Today, the
building is owned by Grinker Restoration.
Click here to read our press release.
Keep an eye on our social media for updates and sneak peeks
at our new space!

Retailers continue to find innovative ways to leverage technology to
enhance the customer experience. Fashion retailer Zara, for
example, recently launched an app that uses augmented reality to
help customers engage with the brand on a deeper level. Zara is
taking advantage of the fact that many shoppers use their phones
in-store, as the app will allow customers to scan displays and
product packaging to view images of models wearing featured Zara
clothing and accessories.
Another company taking the reins with retail technology is Neiman
Marcus. The brand has invested in Memory Mirrors that record
short video footage of shoppers viewing outfits they have tried on.
The mirrors save the video for the customer to access, allowing
them to compare side-by-side "reflections" of outfits. The mirrors
also make it easy for customers to share the "reflection" videos with
family and friends to receive their opinions.
When used strategically to improve the customer experience,
technology is a great method for retailers to bridge the online and
in-store shopping experience.
Video source: CBS This Morning

According to Forbes, online
reviews are one of the best
methods for promoting small
businesses. While today’s
consumers are out and about,
they use their smartphones to
decide where to go next.
Seventy-five percent of people

Next, small business owners
should see negative reviews as

who do a mobile search for
businesses nearby will end up
visiting a local business within
a day. Small businesses can
capitalize on this by ensuring
they have a positive presence
on online review sites, such as
Yelp, as these sites are the most
prominent platforms for “near
me” searches.
Consumers will generally visit a
business if it has at least four
stars on a review site. So, how
can small business owners
ensure they have enough
favorable reviews to sway
consumers’ decisions? The first
step is easy — simply ask
customers to leave a review!
Sixty-eight percent of
consumers will review a
business if asked. Increase that
number by offering an
incentive, such as entering
everyone who reviews your
business in a drawing for a free
gift or service.

an opportunity to learn and
make improvements. While
most comments left on review
sites are positive, all businesses
(and customers) have the
occasional bad day. The good
thing about online reviews is
they can open business owners’
eyes up to a problem they
might not have realized existed,
providing them the opportunity
to fix it before it affects another
customer. Business owners can
also use negative reviews as a
second chance to engage with
their customers. Seventy
percent of complaining
customers will give a business a
second chance if the business
resolves their concerns. By
taking initiative to right a
wrong, a business owner might
even impress a customer more
than they initially would have,
had the negative experience
never occured.
Want to learn more about using
review sites to your advantage?
Click here.

Our team recently visited four Main Streets around Wisconsin to
advise their business owners on how to use visual merchandising
and display techniques to make their businesses and merchandise
stand out.
Here are some of the display TIPS we shared:
-Odd numbers are attention-getting (arrangements of one, three,
five…)
-Include an attention-getting element or focal point
-Displays should have a theme and well-balanced composition
-Play with color, shape and repetition to create an aesthetic look
-Change displays on a regular basis if you have loyal patrons who
visit your store often

The seashell-shaped Rapana Library is one of the newest public
spaces lying along the seaside of Varna, Bulgaria. Rapana Library is
an open-concept street library that provides shade, seating, a stage
for performances and 1,500 books for visitors to enjoy. It was
designed to revitalize people’s love for books in the digital age, and
to represent Varna’s history as “the Marine Capital of Bulgaria.” An
example of biomimicry, Its curved, airy design was inspired by the
organic shapes found in nature. The library provides a public space
in which people can come together, access literature, and
appreciate the arts.

We’re excited to be working with Ramsey’s Jewelers again, this
time helping them open a store that will house the largest selection
of engagement rings in Louisiana! Our team is creating a stunning
design for their new 5,000 square foot space that will reflect the
unique Ramsey’s brand. Our work includes creating a layout of the
selling floor with key focal points, developing a color/finish palette,
designing custom pieces and casework, selecting lighting and
decorative elements, defining interactive and “wow” elements, and

creating signage and graphics. Swing by to see their new location
next time you’re in New Orleans.

We recently helped our friends
at River Valley Co-op celebrate
their 10-year Anniversary by
designing new versions of their
logo for the occasion. River
Valley’s logo features a Bear
named Ursula and has been
adapted to various versions,
sometimes including Ursula’s
cubs. The graphics we designed
for their Tenth Anniversary
celebration include Ursula and
her cubs holding balloons,
throwing confetti and enjoying
cake. Check out our graphic
designer in action as she brings
the bears to life!

We’re excited about the potential of Scribit, a tiny robot designed
by Carlo Ratti that uses either erasable or non-erasable markers to
reproduce any written material, drawings or images. Scribit can be
used to reproduce anything from graphs to art to a simple happy
birthday message displayed in the office. When designing the robot,
Ratti wanted to find a way to make visual content available to
people without the use of a screen. Click here to learn how Scribit
could be used to make art more accessible around the world.

Talk about experiential retail —
American Girl is taking their
brand on the road with a
traveling musical. The musical
will tell the stories of the

American Girl dolls, bringing
the product to life and helping
fans build an emotional
connection with the brand.
According to the Milwaukee
Business Journal, American Girl
hopes the musical will help
American Girl Doll-lovers and
their families make memories
while engaging with the brand.

Our Senior Designer, Holley, took a trip to Amsterdam with her
husband. Their favorite experiences? The art, the ambiance, and of
course, the food. Check out the photos below of Our Lord in the
Attic secret clandestine church, the Rembrandt House Museum,
and the printmaking studio within the museum.

